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NadirsyahHosen
Revelation in a Modern Nation State:
Muhammadiyah and Islamic Legal
Reasoning in Indonesia
Introduction
Following the resignation of President Soeharto in May L998,
Indonesia is attempting to reform its political, economic and legal
systems. While the process of these reforms is still under way,
Indonesia-as the biggest Muslim country in the world-is in a
favourable position to make a contribution to Islamic teachings
dealing with poverty, corruption, development and good gover-
nance issues. Although earlier scholars took the view that Islamic
law became increasingly rigid and set in its final mould (Schacht,
1998: 75), the challenge for contemporary Muslim scholars is to
use the institution of the fatuA [egal opinion-plural: fatfrwil as a
tool through which a society can adjust itself to internal and exter-
nal social, political, and economic change.
A fatwh in Islam can be seen as an aspect of the growth and
development through which Islamic teachings adapt to changing
social conditions (HallAq, 1994: 65). Although Indonesia is not an
Islamic state. Indonesian Muslims are still influenced bv faffiwifrom
religious scholars ('ulamfr).1 A fatwfrin Indonesia is issued not only
by certain individual 'ulamk, but also by groups of 'ulamk'such as
Nahdlatul Ulama (NU), Muhammadiyah and Majelis Ulama Indo-
nesia (MUI). These fathwd cover matters such as ritual, charity,
pilgrimage, economics, politics and other social problems which
are not dealt with by the Religious Courts (Pengadilan Agama), the
authority of which is limited to the specific areas of marriage, di-
vorce, inheritance , waqf (pious endowment) and hibah (gifts).' The
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limited jurisdiction of the Religious Courts contributes to the cio-
nificance and dynamic role of Indonesianfatfrwi-.
Unlike the case with the Religious Courts, there are no govern-
ment regulations concerning faffiwd. Indeed, fatftwh from Indone-
sian'ulamh' do not require the approval of the government or the
court. However, the significant position of the fatwh in Indonesia
should not be ignored. Indonesian Muslims consider 'ulamA' as
principally religious patrons, whose advice and exemplary lives
are to be followed. Indonesian'ulamk, therefore, have much au-
thority in interpreting the teaching and the practice of Islam. Peo-
ple choose to follow 'ulamh'because they recognise certain quaii-
ties in them.3 In the words of al-ShAtibi,'ulamh' or muftt stand be-
fore the Muslim community in the same place as the Prophet stood.n
For example, in 7945, KH Hasyim Asy'ari of NU issued a fatwfr on
the religious necessity of defending Indonesian Independence and
waging jihild against the returning colonial Dutch Army."
The two key questions addressed in this article are, first, what
method of handing down fatkwd has been used in Indonesia? And,
second, how could the method contribute to solving the problems
currently confronting Indonesia? In order to answer both ques-
tions, I will focus on one of the main Islamic organisations in In-
donesia, Muhammadiyah, established in 191.2.' Muhammadiyah is
chosen as a case study because of its approach. On the one hand,
this or_ganisation has the slogan 'to return to the Qur'An and the
hqdith" (deeds or sayings of the Prophet): a catch-cry that could be
seen as one of the elements of fundamentalism'. On the other hand,
however, Muhammadiyah as a 'modernist' group takes the view
that Islam should be interpreted in a contemporary manner. Mu-
hammadiyah attempts to link the revelation of 15 centuries ago
with the problems of present-day Indonesia.
This article examines the attempt by Muhammadiyah to respond
to the issue of returning to the primary sources-the Qur'An and
the hadith -to resolve modern problems. The focus will be on the
concept, method and source of ijtihhd (legal reasoning) used by
Muhammadiyah. I will argue that Muhammadiyah faces several
problems in formulating a method to reinterpret the Qur'An and
the hadith and these will be critically analysed.
Having read classic Islamic sources, analysed Muhammadiyah's
fafiwh and interviewed Muhammadiyah's leaders, I argue that
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Muhammadiyah's main contribution should be seen as its encour-
agement for Indonesian Muslims to use their own opinions when
analysing the Qur'An and the hadith, and not simply adopt the
opinions of authorities who lived several centuries ago. In this,
Muhammadiyah clearly opposes the traditionalist' position, exem-
plified by the attitudes of the only larger Indonesian Islamic move-
ment, Nahdlatul Ulama." While the traditionalists use the Islamic
classical texts to answer modern problems, Muhammadiyah be-
Iieves that those books, as the products of the social structure of
classical and medieval Muslim societies, are not sufficient to deal
with contemporary phenomena.
The Concept and Method of litihdd
FafiwA are products of ijtihkd; that is, the issuing of a fatwh in-
volves intellectual activity. This means that in order to understand
the nature of fafiwL, one should analyse the concept of ijtihkd, which,
in Islamic law, can be defined simply as 'interpretation'. It is the
most important source of Islamic law after the Qur'An and the
Sunnah (the traditions of the Prophet). The main difference be-
tween ijilhild and the Qur'An and the Sunnah is that ijtihftd is a
continuous process of development whereas the Qur'dn and the
Sunnnh are fixed sources of authority and have not been altered
or added to after the death of the Prophet (Kamali, 7991:366)'
Ijfihild hterally means 'striving, or self-exertion in any activity
which entails a measure of hardship'(Kamali, 1997:367;Wehr,7974:
1.42-3).According to al-Amidi (d Ogf AiH/12g3 CE) (1914: 21tD,e iifi-
hkd is defined as 'the total expenditure of effort made by a jurist to
infer, with a degree of probability, the rules of Islamic law' (see
also Kamali, 7997: 367; al-Hakim, 7963: 567-2). In this sense, al-GazAli
defined irtihAd as the expending, on the part of amuitahid, of all that
he is capable of in order to seek knowledge of the injunctions of
Islamic law' (al-GazAli nd: 4; al-AlwAni,7993:237)""
The rule of ijtihhd originated at the time of the Prophet, when
he sent Mu'Adh ibn JabbAI to Yemen as a judge' They engaged in
the following dialogue before the latter's departure:
'What will you do if a matter is referred to you for judgment?' Mu'Adh
said, 'I will judge according to the Book of AIIah'' The Prophet asked, 'What
if you find no solution in the Book of Allah?'Mu'Adh said, "Then Iwill judge
by tine SunnaL of the Prophet.' The Prophet asked: 'And what if you do not
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find it in the Sunnah of the Prophet?' Mu'Adh said: Then Iwillmake ijfihAd
to formulate my own judgment.' The Prophet patted Mu'Adh's chest and
said: Traise be to AIIah Who has guided the rnessenger of His prophet to
that which pleases him and His Messenger."^
The f ormation of schools of thou gh t (m n dhh ab ; plural : ma dh Ahib)12
in Islamic law launched the issue of whether anyone at all could
perform ijilhild, or only a limited number of people. Al-Amidi and
al-BaydAwi (d 685 AH/1286 CE) agreed that only people who sat-
isfy specific requirements can apply ijilhAd. According to them,
there were two main conditions (Shnrfrni) of mujtahid; first, to be
an adult and believer in Allah and the Prophet; secondly, to be an
expert in all aspects of Islamic law (al-ahkhm al-shar'iyyah rna aqsfrmu-
hh) (at-Amidi,1914, vol 3: 139; Zuhair, nd: vol 4:225).
Furthermore, when discussing the requirements of ijilhAd,ImAm
al-Gazdli (d. 505 AH/7777 CE) maintained that in order to reach
the rank of mujtnhid, the jurist must also:
1. Know the five hundred verses needed in law; committing them
to memory is not a prerequisite.
2. Know the way to relevant hadith literature; he need only main-
tain a reliable copy of Abff Ddw0d's or Bayhaqi's collection
rather than memorise their contents.
3. Know the substance of furfi' works and the points subject to
ijmA', so that he does not deviate from the established laws. If
he cannot meet this requirement he must ensure that the legal
opinion he has arrived at does not contradict any opinion of a
renowned jurist.
4. Know the methods by which legal evidence is derived from the
texts.
5. Know the Arabic language; complete mastery of its principles
is not a prerequisite.
6. Know the rules governing the doctrine of abrogation (naskh).
However, the jurist need not be thoroughly familiar with the
details of this doctrine; it suffices to show that the verse or the
hadith in question have not been repealed.
7. Investigate the authenticity of the hadith. If Muslims have ac-
cepted the hadith as reliable, it may not be questioned. If a
transmitter was known for probity, all hadith related through
him are to be accepted. Full knowledge of the sciences of hadith
criticism is not reouired.
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' Al-Gazdli concluded that the jurist must have expertise in the
science of hadith ('ilm aI-hadtth); the science of the Arabic language
('ilm al-Iugah); and Islamic legal theory (usAI a$iqh) (al-Zuhaili
1.986, vol2: 1044-9).
Much earlier than al-GazAli Muhammad bin Idris al-ShAfi'i (d
204 AH) had already restricted the free use of personal opinion in
law. Since the ShAfi'i era, not everybody has been permitted to
practice ijilhAd or qiyhs (analogical reasoning). ShAfi'i permits a per-
son to perform qiyhs only if he is well-equipped with the knowl-
edge of the injunctions of the Qur'An, its prescribed duties, its
ethical principles (adab); its abrogating and abrogated verses (nksikh
wa mansfikh); its general ('kmm) and particular (khfrss) rules; and, in
general, its right guidance. According to him, a person who per-
forms and exercises qiyks must be conversant with the established
Sunnah, the opinions of his predecessors and the agreement and
disagreement of 'ulamd. He must also have sufficient and appro-
priate knowledge of the Arabic language (Hasan, 1977: 799)-
However, the'ulamk'who lived several hundred years after
Shafi'i and al-Amidi realised how hard it was to find a Person
who could futfil the requirements of ijtihdd. They felt that all prob-
lems could be answered by using the old opinions of their schools.
Many 'ulamk, therefore, came to believe that the 'gate of ijfihAd is
closed'; that is, they adopte d taqltd (imitation). Amongst the 'ulnmh'
who attempt to open the gate, some make the restriction that,
although ijfihAd is available, it cannot be applied where it would
entail a new usfiI al-fiqh (Islamic legal theory) and new rules
(qawf id).ljilhAd is open only infurtL' (fiqh cases) but not in method-
ology. Howevet, there are others who take the view that the door
of ijtihkd is fully open and that there is no restriction on its use (al-
Zuhaili,1986, vol 2: 7085-90; HallAq, 1'984; 7986; 1994 cf Ali-Kara-
mali and Dunne, 1994; Hobink,1.994; Vogel, 7992)'
In this context, Muhammadiyah takes the view that those who
are capable of performing iitihkd have the duty to do so. Those
who are not able to do so have to choose ittibfr': that is, accepting
or followin g the fatwk of another Person, but with the condition of
knowing or understanding the principle on which thefatwfr is based.
In other wotds, everyone who accepts the idea or fatrnfr of an'hlim
(plu4al, 'ulamk) is required to understand the meaning and the
position of the religious argument justifying its decision, rather
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than accepting the fatwfr. without reserve. Thus, for Muhammad-
iyah, there are three classifications of intellectual activity, rather
than two, namely: ijilhAd (endeavour), itilbA' (imitation with un-
derstanding) and taqlid (imitation).
By accepting the concept of ijtihfrd and ittibk', Muhammadiyah
strongly rejects mere taqltd, which is understood by Muhammad-
iyah leaders to mean the adoption of, and adherence to, the estab-
lished idea or opinion of earlier 'ulamA, without knowing the bases
for their judgments. Muhammadiyah thus refuses to be bound by
the classic text books of the schools of Islamic law.
Its slogan to return to the Qur'An and the Sunnah'indicates
that Muhammadiyah chooses to solve problems in Islam by di-
rectly analysing both of these sources, without looking to the opin-
ions of the schools of Islamic law. However, as the late Chairman
of Muhammadiyah stated (Basyir, 7994: 280) this does not mean
that Muhammadiyah does not consider the opinions and the text-
books of the schools (madhAhib) at all. Although Muhammadiyah is
described as anti-madhhab, by which is meant that it refuses to
accept or follow strictly any school, the organisation will accept
opinions of the schools as long as they are founded upon the eur,An
and the Sunnah.In short, the validity of all fatdwh, ideas and reli-
gious practices must be based directly on the Qur'An and the Sun-
nah (and not just upon subsequent schoiarly traditions).
What method is foliowed by Muhammadiyah in performing
ijtih1d? Strictly speaking, Muhammadiyah has never produced a
formal method for issuing a t'ntwk (Djamil, 7997). However, this
does not mean that its fathwh are never based on a method or on
Isiamic legal theory. Usually, in Islamic jurisprudence the meth-
od comes first, then the fntwh is issued. However, Muhammad-
iyah produces fatftrnfr first, then analyses them to adumbrate a
method. Thus, although it has issued fatkwk since 1929, it ex-
plained its 'method' only in 1989 in 'Guide to Methods which
have been used by the Majelis Tarjih'.l3 Even then, this was not
so much a real explanation, but more a form of technical guid-
ance for members of the Majelis Tarjih'a-the consultative Lody
of experts established in 7927 and charged with formulating the
theological basis for Muhammadiyah's ideology. The Majelis
Tarjih provides a forum in which mutual understanding can be
applied in grappling with religious and social problems. Before
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issuing a fatwfr, the Majelis Tarjih holds a meeting, which it has
done 23 times from 7927 to 1.998.
Specifically, the methodology endorsed by Muhammadiyah is
as follows. First, it regards the main sources of Islamic law as the
Qur'An and the Sunnah; secondly, in order to deal with those con-
temporary problems relating to fiqh-which have nothing to do with
'ibAdAt mahdsh (pure ritual)-ijilhAd and istinbht (eliciting a judicial
ruling by studying relevant texts) must be pursued by examining
the'illat (effective cause or ratio legis),'" as has been done by 'ulamh'
in classic (salaf) and modern (khalaf) times.'o According to Muham-
madiyah, the role of 'nql (reason) in dealing with contemporary fiqh
problems, as long as they relate to worldly matters, is significant.
However, this does not mean that Muhammadiyah prefers to use
reason freely, particularly where cases are already explicitly regu-
lated in the Qur'An and the Sunnah (Djamil, 7995a).
In order to avoid the problem whether or not Muhammadiyah
is capable of performingijtihhd, it performs iiilhAd collectively. This
ensures that all the conditions to be mujtnhid will be held collec-
tively, even if not possessed by each jurist individually. Through
this combined effort, ijilhAd is neither as difficult nor as exclusive
as was previously the case. Furthermore, this collective method
permits the resolution of complex modern problems without the
fanaticism of the schools of Islamic law (Hosen,2007). Before tssu-
ing a fatwh, Muhammadiyah holds a meeting and discusses the
matter. Individual opinion, according to Muhammadiyah, is not
recognised as official fatfrwh from the organisation (Basyir, 1994:
280; PP Muhammadiyah, 1989: 27-5).In performing ijtihhd collec-
tively,_Muhammadiyah regards qiy h s (analo gy), isti hs hn (prefer-
ence),.tt istidah (pubtic benefit)'o and, ssdd al-dhari'ah (blocking the
means to inevitable evil)tt as constituting the methodology of ijti'
hAd (Djarnil,7995a).
According to Muhammadiyah, ijilhAd can be conducted i_n one
of three ways: ijilhAdbayhni, ijfihAd qiykst and. iifihAd istislhli." The
first metho d (ijilhAd bayfrnt) may be applied to cases which are ex-
plicitly mentioned in the Qur'An or hadith but need further expla-
nation. The second method (ijilhAd qiyhsi) may be applied to cases
which are not mentioned in these two sources, but which are sim-
ilar to cases mentioned in them and so analogy may be used. The
third metho d (ijfihAd istislfrlf), may be applied to those cases which
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are not regulated by the Qur'An or hadith and cannot be solved by
using analogical reasoning. In this case, istislnh is considered to be
the basis for legal decisions (Basyir, 7994:287). Moreover, as Djamil
(1995b:750-2) notes/ Muhammadiyah accepts the theory of maqhsid
al-shnri'ah (the objectives of Islamic Law") as well, because, for
Muhammadiyah, istislhh, is a basis of maqhsid nl-shari'ah, and this is
a very important element in dealing with the mu'ffmalat (human
relations) aspect. This means that the use of ijilhAd istislLli leads
Muhammadiyah to accept the theory of maqksid nl-shari'nh.
Muhammadiyah accepts ijmk' fromall Companions of the Proph-
et as an element in issuing a fatwh. The Companions' opinions on
mushtarak (a word or a phrase in the Qur'An or the Sunnah impart-
ing more than one meaning) are also accepted. However, accord-
ing to Muhammadiyah it is not compulsory to follow the interpre-
tation of a Companion on matters of theology, since it is not the
same as ijmh' (consensus) (Basyir,7994:287).
Conflict (tn'frrudl occurs when two pieces of evidence of appar-
ently equal strength assert the opposite of the other. If this hap-
pens/ according to Muhammadiyah, it may be solved by reconcil-
ing those pieces of evidence. If this is impossible, Muhammadiyah
employs tarjih, that is, it chooses the stronger piece of evidence.
Several observations can be made about this method. First,
Muhammadiyah has adopted an'eclectic'position in Islamic legal
theory. This means that it does not follow strictly any method
from any school of Islamic law. It chooses its own method by se-
lecting the method of Islamic legal theory which is more suitable
for its own particular circumstances. This position frees Muham-
madiyah from having to develop a new method of its own.
However, this position could be seen as inconsistent, since each
method has a different premise. Choosing one aspect of the meth-
od without considering the premise of the method risks using a
method in an inappropriate way. For example, Muhammadiyah
follows the majority of 'ulamh'who take the view thathadith ahad
(a hadith reported by a single person) can be used to specify the
general meaning of the Qur'An. This means that Muhammadiyah
does not follow Hanafi opinion on this issue (al-Khin,1982:206-8).
On the other hand, it does follow Hanafi opinion-but not the
Shafi'i view-when it uses istihskn (preference). Another aspect of
this eclecticism is that'ulamk' of Muhammadiyah follow the MAIiki
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school in accepting istislkh (public benefit) thus differentiating them-
selves from the Hanbali doctrine on this point. Howevet, Muham-
madiyah does occasionally follow the Hanbali school as/ for exam-
ple, in relation to ijmh' and qiyAs.
The question is, what is the principle upon which Muhammad-
iyah chooses, or rejects, an opinion or method? Unfortunately, there
is no clear explanation. In the case of life insurance, Djamil (1995b:
158) provides evidence that Muhammadiyah uses three methods
simultaneously, qiyfrs, istislfrh and istihshn, with the result that Mu-
hammadiyah's fathw| on this issue have become ambiguous.
Chains of Authority
How does one know that the Qur'An and the hadith read today
are authentic? Islam relies upon the theory of chains of reporters.
It is believed that the entire text of the Qur'An has been retained
both in memory and in written record throughout the generations
and so the authenticity of the Qur'6n is proven by universally ac-
cepted testimony. However, in the case of hadith, not all the text
is authentic. Hadith is composed of two parts: the matn (text) and
the isnkd (chain of reporters). A text may seem to be logical and
reasonable but it needs an authentic isnad with reliable reporters
to be acceptable: 'AbdullAh b al-MubArak (d' 181 AH) said: 'The
isnhd is part of the religion: had it not been for the isnhd, whoever
wished to would have said whatever he liked' (see further Mus-
lirn, 7972: Introduction). During the lifetime of the Prophet and
after his death, his Companions used to refer to him directly, when
quoting his sayings. The next generation (tkbi'fin) followed suit;
some of them quoted the Prophet through the Companions, while
others would omit the intermediate authority. It was found that
the missing link between the thbi'ftn and the Prophet might be one
person/ that is, a Companion, or two people, the extra person be-
ing an older Successor who heard the hadith from the Companion.
This is an example of how the need for the verification of each
isnhd arose. The other more important reason was the deliberate
fabrication of hadith by various sects.
According to the number of reporters involved in each stage of
isnhd, at least two categories of hadith can be identified: hadith
mutawfrtir (consecutive) and hadith a had (isolated). Hadith mutawktir
is a hadith that is reported by such a large number of people that
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they cannot all be expected to agree upon a lie, while hadith ahad
(isolated) is a hadith which is narrated by a single person or by
people whose number does not reach that of the mutawLilr.
The clear injunctions of the Qur'An and hadith mutawktir are all
4a/i (a sure indicator) in respect of both transmission and mean-
ing, and this is accepted by Muhammadiyah. However, although
Muslims agree about the primacy of mutaznktir, they hold differ-
ent opinions about the numbers of narrators for a hadith to be
accepted as mutnwktir. Al-Amidi defines mutawktir as a report of a
group which yields, of its own accord, knowledge of the fact re-
ported (Weiss, 1.992: 277). But, how does one define 'a group"?
Some believe two persons are enough; others that four are need-
ed, others again insist that a hadith will achieve the degree of
mutqTfihtir only when 70 or more narrate it (see al-Hakim, 1963:
195; al-TahhAn, 1981: 19).
The implication of this debate is that it is possible for there to
be a hadith claimed as mutawktlr on one criterion but not on an-
other. For example, when Muhammadiyah explains matters of Is-
lamic faith, it has argued with a hadith. An example follows.t'
Narrated'Abdullih ibn'Umar ibn al-Khattdb:
It is narrated on the authority of YahyA ibn Ya'mar that the first man
who discussed Qadr (divine decree) in Basrah was Ma'bad al-Juhanni. Hu-
mayd ibn 'Abd al-Rahmdn al-Himyari and I set out for Pilgri.mage or for
'Umrah and said: "Should it so happen that we come into contact with one
of the Companions of the Messenger of Aliah (peace be upon him) we shall
ask him about what is talked about Taqdir (God's decree)." Accidentally we
came across'AbdullAh ibn'Umar ibn al-KhattAb, while he was entering the
mosque. My companion and I surrounded him. One of us (stood) on his
right and the other stood on his left. I expected that my companion would
authorize me to speak. I therefore said: "AbA'Abd al-Rahmdn! There have
appeared some people in our land who recite the Holy Qur'dn and pursue
knowledge."
And then after talking about their affairs, added: "They (such people)
claim that there is no such thing as divine decree and events are not predes-
tined." He ('AbdullAh ibn'Umar) said: "When you happen to meet such
people tell them that I have nothing to do with them and they have noth-
ing to do with me. And verily they are in no way responsible for my
beliefl."
'AbdullAh ibn 'Umar swore by Him (the Lord) (and said): "If any one of
them (who does not believe in the divine decree) had with him gold equal
to the bulk of (the mountain) Uhud and then spent it (in the way of AIIah),
Allah would not accept it unless he affirmed his faith in divine decree." He
further said: "My father, 'Umar ibn al-KhattAb, told me: One day we were
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sitting in the company of Allah's Apostle (peace be upon him) when there
appeared before us a man dressed in pure white clothes, his hair extraordi-
narily black. There were no signs of travel on him. None amongst us rec-
ognized him.
At last he sat with the Apostle (peace be upon him). He kneit before him
placed his palms on his thighs and said: "Muhammad, inform me about a/-
IsIfrm." The Messenger of AIIah (peace be upon him) said: " AI-IsIhm implies
that you testify that there is no god but Allah and that Muhammad is the
messenger of Allah, and you establish pray er, pay zakkt, observe the fast of
Ramadan, and perform pilgrimage to the (House) if you are solvent enough
(to bear the expense of) the journey." He (the inquirer) said: "You have
told the truth."
He ('Umar ibn al-Khattdb) said: "lt amazed us that he would put the
question and then he would himself verify the truth." He (the inquirer)
said: "Inform me about al-Imfrn (faith)." He (the Holy Prophet) replied:
"That you affirm your faith in Allah, in His angels, in His Books, in His
Apostles, in the Day of Judgment, and you affirm your faith in the divine
decree about good and evil." He (the inquirer) said: "You have told the
truth." He (the inquirer) again said: "Inform me about al-Ihsfrn (perfor-
mance of good deeds)." He (the Holy Prophet) said: "That you worship
Allah as if you are seeing Him, for though you don't see Him, He, verily,
sees you." He (the enquirer) again said: "Inform me about the hour (of the
doom)." He (the Holy Prophet) remarked: "One who is asked knows no
more than the one who is inquiring (about it)." He (the inquirer) said: "Tell
me some of its indications." He (the Holy Prophet) said: "That the slave-
girl will give birth to her mistress and master, that you will find barefooted,
destitute goat-herds vying with one another in the construction of magnif-
icent buildings."
He (the narrator, 'Umar ibn al-KhattAb) said: "Then he (the inquirer)
went on his way but I stayed with him (the Holy Prophet) for a long
while." He then, said to me: "'umar, do you know who this inquirer was?"
I replied: "Allah and His Apostle knows best." He (the Holy Prophet) re-
marked: "He was Gabriel (the angel). He came to you in order to instruct
you in matters of religion". (Muslim, HN: 9; Nasa'i HN: 4,904; Ibn MAjah:
HN: 62; Ahmad, HN: 8.765.)
This text appears in the fulnh Muslimbut BukhAri does not in-
clude it in his &lih al-Bukhkri. Bukhdri however, reported anoth-
er text twice, as follows:
Narrated Abir Hurairah:
One day while the Prophet was sitting in the company of some people/
(The angel) Gabriel came and asked, "What is faith?" Allah's Apostle re-
plied, "Faith is to believe in Allah, His angels, (the) meeting with Him, His
Apostles, and to believe in Resurrection." Then he further asked, "What is
IsI6m?" Allah's Apostle replied, "To worship Allah alone and none else, to
offer prayers perfectly, to pay the compulsory charity (zakkt) and to ob-
serve fasts during the month of Ramadan." Then he further asked, "What
islkan?" Allah's Apostle replied, "To worship Allah as if you see Him, and
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if you cannot achieve this state of devotion then you must consider that He
is looking at yotr." Then he furiher asked, "When will the Hour be estab-
lished?" Allah's Apostle replied, "The answerer has no better knowledge
than the questioner. But i will inform you about its portents. First, when a
slave (iady) gives birih to her master. Second, when the shepherds of biack
camels start boasting and competing with others in the construction of
higher buildings. And the Hour is one of five things which nobody knows
except Allah.
The Prophet then recited: "Yerlly, with Allah (Alone) is the knowledge
of the Hour." (31. 34) Then that man (Gabriel) Ieft and the Prophet asked
his companions to call him back, but they could not see him. Then the
Prophet said, "That was Gabriei who came to teach the people their reli-
gion." Abfr'AbdutlAh said: He (the Prophet) considered all that as a part of
faith. (BukhAri HN: 48 and 4,404;Ibn MAjah: HN: 63; Ahmad, HN: 9,137).
The above text is also reporte d in &fih Muslim (hadith No (HN)
10). This means that the latter text is accepted by BukhAri (whose
collection of (hadith's is considered the most authentic of all books
after the Qur'An) and Muslim (whose collection of hadith is con-
sidered most authentic after &fihBukhdri) and, therefore, holds a
stronger position than the first, which is reported by Muslim alone.
In summary, comparingthe &|f hBukhkfi and the &/ihMuslim
as to what they say regarding the pillars of Islam and faith, &lih
Bukhhfi mentions 'Faith is to believe in Allah, His angels, (the)
meeting with Him, His Apostles, and to believe in Resurrection;'
and Islam means'To worship Allah Alone and none else, to offer
prayers perfectly, to pay the compulsory charity (Znkht) and to
observe fasts during the month of Ramadan'. By contrast, &lih
Muslim (HN 9) reports that'[t]o perform pilgrimage to the (House)
lthat is, the Ks'bcth in Mecca] if you are solvent enough (to bear the
expense of) the journey' is also a part of the Islamic pillars. Like-
wise, that'you affirm your faith in the divine decree about good
and evil' is also added of the faith. One should note that Muham-
madiyah cites &lih Muslim (HN 9) which has a different text to
that of BukhAri instead of citing &lih Muslin (HN 10) which is in
agreement with BukhAri This suggests that Muhammadiyah is not
aware that the text which is reported by both BukhAri and Muslim
is stronger than the text reported either by BukhAri or Muslim
aIone.
Another point is that although the hadith frorn &lih Muslim
(HN 9) is narrated by eight Companions (al-KitAni HN: 13) this
text cannot achieve the standard of mutawktir if the criteria of 10 or
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70 people are used. These different criteria lead some Muslims,
for example al-Maud0di (1981: 79), to take the view that, instead
of six, Islam has only five articles of faith. Unfortunately, Muham-
madiyah, which believes that there are six articles of faith, does
not explain its own criteria for selection of a hadith mutnwfitir or
why it believes that this hadith is hadith mutawhtir.
The number of reporters required to define 'a group' for hadith
mutawhtir are derived by analogy. The requirement of 4 is based
on the similar number of witnesses required for legal proof; the
requirement for 20 is derived from Qur'An (B: 65) (the number
required to vanquish unbelievers). The next number (70) repre-
sents an analogy to another text of the Qur'An (7: 175) referring to
the 70 companions of Moses. Others scholars have drawn analogy
from the number of participants in the battle of Badr (313 per-
sons). It remains unclear why Muhammadiyah has not formulated
its own criteria.
Thirdly, as mentioned, Muhammadiyah rejects taqlid (imitation).
However, this raises the question of the tools which they should
use to analyse the Qur'An and the hadith. It is proposed here that
they should vse qaw|'id usttliyyah (the principles, norms or rules of
Islamic legal theory) and qawh'id fiqhiyyah (the principles, norms or
rules of islamic law derived from the detailed study of the fiqh).If
they wish to use ijtihAd, then, they should establish their own
qaw6'id (rules or norms) . Muhammadiyah have produced 1 1 qaw6'id
under the title UsiI al-Fiqh (Muhammadiyah, nd: 300-1). It should
be noted, however, that those 77 qnzuh'id are only a small part of
usttl al-fiqh. To be precise, Muhammadiyah only issues a rule for
accepting hadith by choosing an'LLlnmh's opinion on this issue. This
means that Muhammadiyah does not create a new method or de-
velop its own qawd'id.
To sum up, although Muhammadiyah accepts ijilhAd and rejects
tnqltd, it cannot be said that Muhammadiyah has performed ijtihhd
independently. With respect to the rank of mujtahid, Muhammad-
iyah cannot be seen as al-mujtahid al-mustaqll because creating a
rule of us{il alJiqh is a major condition for this category.-" Lubis
(1993:83-102) takes the view that Muhammadiyah stands in the
position of mujtahid fl sl-modhhqb because it still follows the 'ulamh'
texts. However, according to Djamii (1995b: 159), Muhammadiyah
falls into the class of mujtahid murajjih (lower than mujtahid fl aI-
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madhhab) since it does not follow strictly any method required at
the level of mujtahid fl al-madhhab. Djamil is correct. Muhammad-
iyah is clearly eclectic. It seems that it examines the best and stron-
gest one from a number of methods or opinions by 'ulamh. In-
deed, the title mujtahid al-tarjth is even,reflected in the name of
Muhammadiyah's'Majelis Tarjih' itself.'-
Fourthly, Muhammadiyah does not directly use social analysis
as one of its methods. This indicates that Muhammadiyah views
modern Muslim problems only from the fiqh perspective. Their
fafiwA speak only about what is forbidden and what is permitted
according to the Holy Book and the Sunnah. Yet the problems
facing contemporary Muslims require original fatfrwh and this re-
quires a more socially aware approach.
Technical Competence
Knowledge of the membership of the Majelis Tarjih is impor-
tant for an understanding of the character of collective ijtihkd: that
is, we need to know who forms the consensus to determine its
worth. Muhammadiyah has limited membership in the Majelis
Tarlih to'ulnmk' (male or female)'" who have the ability to weigh,
select or solve problems through valid argument. The council is
composed of individuals who have different areas of expertise,
enabling them to guide their communities. Jainuri (1997:101) ex-
plains that:
[T]hey were leaders who were concerned with the problems fac-
ing their community. Therefore, they required not only spiritual
knowledge but also practical skills, foresight and long-term com-
mitment. Conventionally, ijtihhd had been performed on the basis
of requirements that were suitable for the medieval period. If these
requirements were to be applied in the present, it was doubtful
whether ijilhild would be able to offer new insights into the role of
religion in the context of modern developments. To implement rTfl-
hffd in the twentieth century, various situational requirements such
as the Indonesian language, local and national laws, and the vari-
ous rules of the Indonesian government had to be taken into con-
sideration. Meanwhile, the accumulation of all these requirements
in a single individual was an unrealistic expectation. Therefore, the
gathering of people from various backgrounds in the Majelis Tarjih
reoresented a collective fulfilment of the requirements of iitihhd.
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In order to demonstrate the capacity to weigh, select and solve
problems through valid argument, the members of Majelis Taqih
must, at least, be able to read and understand Subul al-Salfrm, a
secondary book of hadith. This requires qualifications in Arabic
(Djamil, 1995b:68). However several members of the Majelis Tarjih,
especially those from provincial branches, are not able to read Ara-
bic texts properly (KaTaah, 1998: 255). Djamil does not reject this
criticism. Rather he takes the view that this is a logical consequence
of Muhammadiyah using collectle ijtihkd, with many scholars such
as medical doctors, engineers, or lawyers-who do not have qual-
ifications in Arabic-participating in the pro."rr.'u Abdurrahman
highlights the problems of formulating strict criteria for member-
ship of the Majelis Tarjih. He says that it is hard to examine other
people's qualifications because there is no suitable examination.'7
Therefore, one is obliged to look at either the academic qualifica-
tions of members, or their contributions to Muslim society.
Several Muslim scholars have been concerned over Muhammad-
iyah's lack of knowledge of qawk'id usfiliyyah (the principles, norms
or rules of Islamic legal theory) and qawh'id fiqhiyyah (the princi-
ples, norms or rules of Islamic la*).t'For example, Suma (7995:
55) takes the view that knowledge of usttl nl-fiqh is one of the keys
to performing ijtihhd. Unfortunately, according to him, Muham-
madiyah does not have many qualified scholars in the field of usttl
al-fiqh. Professor Muardi Chatib, from Muhammadiyah, rejects this
criticism and claims that Muhammadiyah has used. usil al-fiqh,"
although this is obviously not a full answer. Professor Asymuni
Abdurrahman, a former chairman of the Majelis Tarjih, recognises
that many of Muhammadiyah's 'ulamh'indeed do not have the
required technical knowledge of usitl al-fiqh.It is for this reason
that he writes an article on usftl alJiqh in each edition of Suara
Muhammadiyah, the official maGazine of the organisation, in order
to provide accessible explanations to the members of Muhammad-
iyah about qawh'id usftliyyah and. qa'wh'id fiqhiyyah.3o
The list below contains names of several active members of the
Majelis Tarjih from the 7970s:
Professors: Asymuni Abdurrahman, Syuhudi Ismaii, Amir Syarifud-
din, Muardi Chatib, Peunoh Dalp Muhammad Amin Suma, and Chamamah.
Postgraduates: M Amin Abdullah, Fathurrahman Djamil, Afifi Fauzi
Abbas, Ahmad Azhar Basyir.
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Graduates: Moh Waznan, Sholeh Imam, DQ Mukhtar, Marzuki Rasyid,
Fahmi Muqaddas, A Shomad Abdullah.
Others: M Djuwaini, Umar Affandi, IbnuJarir, Muhammad Thahir Badri,
Moh Gusti, M Wardan Diponingrat, Amir Ma'sum, Aslam Zainuddin, Dal-
har BKN, Omo Suyatna, Umar Thalib, Jayadi Noer, Moh Shiddiq, Harun
Ma'ani, M Nur Hajji, Mas'adi, Hambali Ahmad, Moh Disan, Muchtar Ya-
tim, Bahri Wahid, MJamil Muda, Hilal, Hasan Basri, AE Madiid, Zafrullah
Salim, Aslam Zainuddin. Bakir Saleh.
Several observations can be made regarding this list. First, with
the exception of KH Azhar Basyir, who graduated from Cairo
University, and Dr M Amin Abdullah, who was awarded his PhD
at Ankara University, these members are all graduates from In-
donesian universities or the State Institute of Islamic Studies rn
Indonesia. None of them has a degree from a Western university.
Secondly, most of the above are men, excepting Professor
Chamamah."' She is the first woman to become an official member
of the Majelis Tarjih (1995-2000) and is a Professor of Arabic at a
major university in Yogyakarta.
Thirdly, Professor Ismail and Professor Daly passed away sev-
eral years ago. Professor Suma rejects association with Muham-
madiyah instead, he claims to stand as an independent scholar,
who can work together with other scholars from any Islamic or-
ganisation. Therefore, currently the Majelis Tarjih has only three
professors in Islamic studies who are active members.
Fourthly, there was a new development when Dr M Amin Ab-
dullah became the youngest Chairman of the Majelis Tarjih (7995-
2000) in the history of Muhammadiyah. His expertise is in Islamic
philosophy, rather than Islamic law. Does this mean that there is
no scholar of Islamic law on the Majelis Tarjih? Muhammadiyah
does have among its members Dr Fathurrahman Djamil and Dr
Afifi Fauzi Abbas-both lecturers in Islamic law at UIN Jakarta-
yet neither was placed on the Majelis Tarjih. Why did Muham-
madiyah choose Abdullah as the Chairman of the Majelis Tarjih?
The problem, it seems, is that the previous Chairmen of Majelis
Tarjih, such as Basyir and Abdurrahman, originated from Yogy-
akarta. According to Djamil, the Yogyakarta group and the Jakar-
ta group form 'blocks' Amin Abdullah is from the Yogyakarta
group, and it is claimed that, although he is not expert in Islamic
law, the Yogyakarta group promoted him."-
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A better explanation comes from Abdurrahman. He states that,
although Amin Abdullah is not a lcyai (Javanese honorific for an
Islamic scholar), he is a Muslim who is also a prominent scholar.
Modern Muslim problems need answers not only from the view-
point of Islamic law, but also from other perspectives, such as the-
ology, and many verses in the Qur'An need to be reinterpreted in
the light of science and technology. That is why the Majelis Tarjih
should admit members from other disciplines, and not speak only
of fiqh. This could explain the additional current title of the coun-
cil, 'Majelis Tarjih dnnPengembangan Pemikiran Islam' (The Council
for Tarjih and tt'e Development of Islamic Thought-emphasis
added).
Fifthly, none of those listed above is an expert in any of the
secular disciplines. This does not mean that Muhammadiyah nev-
er invites scholars who are experts in non-Islamic fields to discuss
matters. Muhammadiyah has many experts among its general
membership in the non-fiqh field such as M Din Syamsuddin (Is-
lamic politics), M Amien Rais (political science-head of Partai
Amanat Nasional, National Mandate Party, and speaker of the
Majelis Permusyawaratan Rakyat, People's Consultative Assem-
bly), Ahmad Syafi'i Ma'arif (history), Ismail Suny (constitutional
law), M Dawam Rahardjo (economics) and Malik Fadjar (educa-
tion-a Minister of Religious Affairs in the Habibie cabinet (1998-
99) and a Minister of National Education in the Megawati Cabinet
(2001-04)). In the case of in-vitro fertilisation, for example, Mu-
hammadiyah invited many scholars of science to advise on this
issue, before issuing its fatwh on the subject (PP Muhammadiyah,
nd: 309).
The Majelis Tarjih does not issue its fntkwk directly to the pub-
lic, not even to Muhammadiyah members, but refers them first to
the organisation's Central Board for endorsement or reformula-
tion. The Central Board has the right to withhold such endorse-
ment, and to refer it back to the Majelis Tarjih for further study
and research. For example, ttre fatwh of 1932-that women could
not go out for a day or longer, unless accompanied by a muhrim (a
relative whom one is prohibited from marrying, who is for reli-
gious purposes a safe travelling companion)-was referred back
to the Majelis Tarjih (Noer, 7973:82)."" The Central Board has the
right to interfere or 'veto', by cancelling or modifying a fatwk.
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According to Djamil, if there are differingfatkwk issued by the
Majelis Tarjih at provincial and national levels, the fatwft at nation-
al level receives higher status in terms of the organisation. How-
ever, this does not mean that members in that area are not al-
lowed to implement the decision from the Majelis Tarjih at pro-
vincial level. At the same time, the Majelis Tarjih at the national
level will give.the provincial level council the opportunity to re-
view its fatwh."" Clearly, this indicates a pluralist element in the
process of issuing fatkwh.In other words, the Majelis Tarjih's deci-
sion does not imply hostility to other opinions, and it does not
challenge or denounce other opinions (Noer, 1973: 83).
Sources of Fatfrwh
For the sources of its faffiwA. Muhammadiyah refers to the Qur'An
and hadith. It should be noted that there is no book of tafslr (text-
book of Qur'hnic exegesis) referred to in the texts of Muhammad-
iyah's fathwh. This does not mean that Muhammadiyah never uses
books of tafstr, as it cites 'AbdullAh bin AbbAs's opinion on the verse
of '... aw lkmastum al-nish" (Qur'6n, 4: 43). Urrfortunately, Muham-
madiyah does not quote the complete source."" Muhammadiyah has,
however, cited Tafstr Ibn Kathir in the case of qunfit.'" Although the
complete source is given, surprisingly, Muhammadiyah has cited
this book of tafstr in order to quote a hadith from BukhAri regard-
ing the exegesis of the Qur'An (3: 128). The question is, why does
Muhammadiyah not cite directly from BukhAri's book? Again, this
is an indication of the eclectic approach of Muhammadiyah.
Muhammadiyah cites the texts of the hadith not from the six or
nine major books of hadith (nl-kutub sl-sittoh or al-kutub sl-tis'ah)
but from Nail al-Aw frr, Bultrg al-Markm, Subul sl-Salkm, and al-Lu'lu'
wa al-Marjfuu. In other words, the tendency is to use secondary
books of hadith"' instead of al-kutub al-tis'ah, that is &lf h BukhAri,
&/f h Muslim, Sunan Abl Dhwud, Sunqn al-Tirmidht, Sunsn nl-Nask'|,
Sunan lbn Mffjnh, Sunan al-Dkrimi, al-Muwatfr' and Musnad Ahmad
ibn Hanbal.'8
Citing from secondary sources poses the risk of falling into
misquotation. This has happened with Muhammadiyah determin-
ing what should be read at the end of prayer. Muhammadiyah
cites BuIAg al-Mnrkm that the Prophet read,'al-Saldm'alaikum wa
rahmat Allhh wa barakktuh' while he was turning his face to the right
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and to the left. This text, according to Muhammadiyah, is narrat-
ed by AbO DAwud (PP Muhammadiyah, nd99). Muhammadiyah
does not directly cite Sunan Abt Dkwud because, the author of Bultrg
al-Marftm cites the text with the additional word 'wabarakhtuh' (al-
San'Ani nd, vol 1: 195). Actually, Abfr DAwud reports that the
word'wa barakhtuh'is used only when the Prophet turned his face
to the right side and when he turned to the left side he only read
'al-salkm'alsikum wa rahmst AUAV' (DAwud, HN: 846). Muhammad-
iyah falls into the trap of misquotation in this case, because it does
not quote the primary source.
Indeed, Muhammadiyah very rarely identifies the complete text
and source when citing the hadith. This leads to problems, partic-
ularly when one needs to compare the text of hadith with the pri-
mary sources. For instance, the issue of descending into the posi-
tion of prostration (sujfid): should it be hands or knees first? Mu-
hammadiyah takes the view that it should be knees first. It quotes
a hadith from AbO Hurairah, 'When one performs sujtrd he should
not kneel like a camel which places its hands before its knees' (PP
Muhammadiyah, nd:92).n0 However, if one looks at Sunan Abt
Diwud, (HN 714), one will find a different text, 'When one Per-
forms sujfid he should not kneei like a camel, so place his hands
first before his knees'. Muhammadiyah does not quote the prima-
ry source and, therefore, it quotes differing texts. The first text,
which is qiroted by Muhammadiyah, is 'idhh sajada nhadukum falk
yabrukkam'A yabruk al-ba'ir yada' yadayh qabla rukbatayh- Compare this
with the second text, which is from the primary source: 'idhh sajada
ahadukum falk ynbruk kamk yabruk al-bq'ir walynda' yadayh qabla ruk-
batayh'.nt The bold words, despite being only slightly different,
raise serious linguistic issues translating and understanding the
meaning of these hadith. In the first text, the word yada' explains
the character of the camel-descending to its 'hands' first before
its 'knees'-which a Muslim should not follow when performing
prayer (Ibn Gazi, 1999), whereas the word walyada'in the second
text contains an obligation to go down on the hands before the
knees in order not to follow the camel.
The point is that although Muhammadiyah has the slogan to
return to the Qur'An and the hadith, in several cases it refers to
both texts without using the primary sources and even without
mentioning the complete sources or the full texts.
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In February 1989 the Majelis Tarjih held its national conference.
In the reports of the meeting, it was emphasised that the Majelis
Tarjih not only consulted the original text of the Qur'An and hadith
but also used the kitab kuning (the classical Islamic books) which
are commonly used by traditional Islamic schools (pesantren) and
the NU (Editor, 18 February 1989). For example, Muhammadiyah
has quoted books of fiqh such as I'Anah al-Tklibin, al-Mugnt li Ibn
Qudkmnh, and Fst h sl-Qadir .Interestingly, not only the classic books
of fiqh, but also modern ones, such as al-Fiqh al-Islhmi wa Adillatuh
by Wahbah al-Zuhalli, are quoted (Majelis Tarjih Muhammadiyah,
7998: 49). Muhammadiyah has also used Mizkn al-l'tidkl fi Naqd aI-
RijAIby Shams al-Din al-SahAbi (Lubis, 7993:92) and Nnsb al-Rkyah
Ii Ahadith al-Hidhyah by JamAl al-Din al-Zaila'i al-Hanafi and the
works of NAsir al-Din aI-BAni in order to analyse the validity of
the hadith (Majelis Tarjih Muhammadiyah, 7998: 47-B;122). This
means that Muhammadiyah has actuallv borrowed from the works
of other 'ulsmk.
One of the Majelis Tarjih's self-imposed tasks is to solve vari-
ous problems relating to 'ibffdht mqhdtth (pure ritual) such as nlat,
zakkt and hajj. Unlike NU, whose members look to books oI t'iqh,
Muhammadiyah's Majelis Tarjih produces technical guidance for
members to practise their daily religion. This explains why from
1929 until 1953, Muhammadiyah issued fnthwk on ritual matters
only. Shortly afterwards, in 1954-55, it discussed the sources of
Islam and several organisational activities.
Since 1968, however, the Majelis Tarjih has also dealt with con-
temporary problems, relating to worldly matters (sl-umirr ql-dun-
ykwiyyah), such as bank interest, insurance, in-vitro fertilisation
and inter-religious marriages. From the 374 pages of Himpunan
Putusan Mnjelis Tarjih (The Collection of Decisions of the Majelis
Tajih), rnost fatkwh deal with ritual issues. There are only 33 pages
that discuss social interaction or mu'hmalql (human and social rela-
tionships). In addition, economic issues take up only 22 per cent of
the book (Mulkhan, 7997:702). Two examples of Muhammadiyah's
fatfrwh on the modern phenomena follow. Muhammadiyah, after
consulting with medical doctors, decided in 1980 that, in princi-
pal, organ transplantation was mubfrh (permissible) but suggested
that it should be done carefully (Muhammadiyah, 1993: 230). Mu-
hammadiyah issued a further fntwk in 1968 that stated that sterili-
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sation (for the purpose of birth control) is forbidden (PP Muham-
madiyah, nd: 309).
In 1.964, Muhammadiyah decided that the picture of KH Ah-
mad Dahlan, the founder of Muhammadiyah, was harim (forbid-
den) because his followers have such respect for him that they
risked falling into shirk (polytheism). However, in 1968, Muham-
madiyah revised its decision and the picture of KH Ahmad Dahl-
an was allowed to be put on the wall or on a flag (PP Muhammad-
iyah, nd: 281,373). Although Muhammadiyah did not mention the
argument to revise the previous fatruh, it could be assumed that
the effective cause or the ratio legis ('illat) was changed. The fear
that followers of KH Ahmad Dahlan might fall into polytheism
was considered unlikely in 1968. This relates to the norm in usfil
al-fiqh that al-hukm yadfir ma'k'illstih wujfidan wa'qdhman (a law is
present whenever its ratio legis is present; and a law is absent in
the absence of its ratio legis).
The possibility of revising fatfrwh provides some evidence that
Indonesian 'ulam|' are less rigid in their interpretation of Islamic
positioning than is the case elsewhere. Indonesian fatkwk are adapt-
able to social change, particularly where previous rulings have
proven no longer suitable to the situation.
Tlne fatwfr portraits of people can also be seen as an example of
how Muhammadiyah reacts to modern technology. Neither the
Qur'An nor the Sunnah covered this issue when they were revealed
15 centuries ago. Unlike several classical 'ulamk'who took the view
that portraits of people are not permitted in Islam,ot Indonesian
'ulamh'permit and support this kind of modern technology, as long
as it does not contain or lead to pornography and polytheism.
Conclusion
Through its slogan 'to return to the Qur'An and the hadith',
Muhammadiyah has attempted to demonstrate ihat Islam is not
an unbending, backward-looking religious system, but is inher-
ently dynamic and capable of adjusting to modern society. Mu-
hammadiyah takes the view that Islam should be interpreted in a
modern way. Its encouragement for Indonesian Muslims to use
their own opinions (not the opinions of others who lived several
centuries ago) by directly analysing both the Qur'An and the hadith
is its main contribution to modern Muslim life in Indonesia.
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Muhammadiyah has not yet provided its own comprehensive
method for achieving its stated ends of returning to, and reinter-
preting, the Qur'An and the hadith. This means that Muhammad-
iyah has not yet reached the level of mujtahid muflaq, since creat-
ing usftl al-fiqh as a major condition for this category of mujtahid
and this is not possible without a methodology. In fact, despite
their claims, several of Muhammadiyah's fatkwh were simply rep-
etitions of opinions from fiqh books written several centuries ago,
with no modification through ijilhAd or reinterpretation.
Returning to the Qur'An and the hadith is not an easy task.
Although/athwkhave been used as instruments to cope with mod-
ern developments, the methods used by Muhammadiyah are, de-
spite its claims, generally the methods of 'ulamA' of hundreds of
years ago. A new method for analysing and returning to both
primary sources is needed. It is argued that such method should
constitute a fresh theoretical construct and represent a new holis-
tic and contextual approach to legal language and legal interpreta-
tion.
In other words, Muhammadiyah needs to develop new inter-
pretations of original sources while studying the interpretations
of the past, both to learn from their insights and to understand
them as products of their historical environment. Without a refor-
mulated methodology,it is questionable whether the slogan to
return to the Qur'An and the hadith is adequate to solve modern
problems'not expressly covered by the Qur'dn, the hadith, and
even classical books of fiqh and to bring Indonesian Muslims out
of economic, political and legal crisis. The real challenge for Mu-
hammadiyah is to use its modern Islamic legal reasoning (ijtihhd)
as an effective instrument for the reconstitution of Indonesian so-
ciety.
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Endnotes
1. The word 'ulam6' in Arabic is plural and its singular form is'alim. However,
Indonesian Muslims use the word'ulam|'4s both singular and plural. The
termmuffr, that is, a scholar who delivers afatw|, aithough not unknown in
Indonesia, is rarely used. In Umalyad times (41-132 AH), mufti served as
legal consultants for qkd and issued faffizah at the request of provincial
governors. By the late Umayyad period, fatwfr-giving had become an im-
portant instrument of political criticism. It is reported, for example, that
Sa'id bin al-Jubayr pro duced a fafuoA to criticise the tyrannical behaviour of
al-HajjAj (Mas'ud, Messick and Powers, 7996:9).
A muftt was often a powerful figure. For example, in the mid-20th cen-
tury, the Lebanese muffi was actually an important political leader. Some
grand muftt, appoinied in various states over the past century, have wield-
ed considerable political influence through their official /afiwh. Inboth po'
litical and scholarly communities, doctrinal struggles between opposed
states or competing instructional centres have been played out in'fafuA
wars'. Although the theory of pr iv ate f affizo A- giv ing held that f aficod should
be given for free, gifts and various forms of pious support were common.
Official muftts, however, were salaried or received set fees from their ques-
tioners, and many grew wealthy in their position: Messick, 7995:12.
Although most were private scholars, some muftt were appointed to
official positions, notably in Mamluk Egypt and in the Ottoman Empire.
Today, while some have been appointed as mufti of the state, others pro-
vide consensus as part of advisory councils of religious scholars or consti-
tutional assemblies of scholars: Waardenburg, 7995: 1'51'.
2. See Law N o 7 of 1989,Chapter III, Section 49. In the Decision of the Minister
of Religious Affairs-Decision No 154 of July 1991-the Compilation of Islam'
ic Lauss (Kompilasi Hukum Islam) is recommended as a 'guide and reference'
for all government agencies, especially the Religious Courts, as well as
society atlarge, in settling disputes in the fields of marriage, inheritance
andwaqf .Lwbis.1997.
3. The Qur'dn (16:43) orders people to 'Question the peopie of remembrance
lthat is religious scholars], if you do not know'. One interpretation of this
verse holds that Muslims are under an obligation to consult, and seek
advice from, individuals known to possess knowledge and moral probity,
that is, 'ulam6: al-Tabari 1954:708-9 and al-SAb0ni nd: 128.
4. al-Sh6tibi: nd. vol 4,224-5.
5. This has happened not only in the case of Indonesia' For example, in 1804,
'UthmAn ibn FCrdi declaredlihfrd tnWest Africa' In 1857, the 'ulam|' of Delhi
issued a t'atw| oI jihid against British rule. In 1'907 , the 'ulam|' of Marakesh
issued afatzuh deposing the Sultan of Morocco: Dallal, 1995:1'5-75.In1'964,
the transfer of power to King Faisal was made possible by a fatrnA of th.'e
Saudi' ulam6: Pistacori, 1980:128.
6. Muhammadiyah was founded in1912, in Yogyakarta by KH Ahmad Dahl-
an. The name 'Muhammadiyah' indicates Islamic teaching brought about
by the Prophet Muhammad. Dahlan's aim was to bring back the orthodox
teachings of Islam in its original {orm. Hence, members of Muhammad-
iyah were expected to follow the ideal example of the Prophet' The organ-
isation can be described variously as an Islamic movement, a modernist
movement, a da'wah (religious propagation) movement and a socio-reli-
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gious movement. Since 7972 it has made a wide-ranging contribution to
Indonesians, especially Indonesian Muslims, in the fields of religion, educa-
tion, health, and the economy.
7. The slogan appeared in the 19th century when Muslim scholars around the
world felt that the Muslim community had not practised its religion accord-
ing to both primary sources and that this was the cause of the marginalisa-
tion of Muslim societies. This slogan was based on a hadith from Muzuatk'
li Imkm Mhlik (Malik, HN: 1,395): 'I left among you two weighty things. you
will not be in error if you hold them: the book of Allah and my Sunnah, .It
should be noted here that Malik does not mention the sanad (chain) of this
text. Surprisingly,if one looks at Sunan al-Tirmidhi, this text is not found.
Instead, there are two texts which state that the prophet left the book of
Allah and the members of his househord ('itrati anfaaitt) instead of his
Sunnah (Tirmidhi HN: 3,718 and 3,720) . A similar message with a different
text can be found in Sunan Abt Dkzoud (DAwud, HN: 1,628), Musnad Ahmad(Ahmad, HN: 10,681, 70,707,70,779,11,135) and Srtih Muslim (Muslim,
HN:4.425).
8. Generally it can be said that there are two groups of Indonesian Muslims:
modernists-such as Muhammadiyah-and traditionalists such as Nahd-
Iatul Ulama (NU). At the moment, NU is the biggest Islamic organisation
claiming 30 million supporters. Traditionalists are mainly concerned with
pure religion, din or'ibAdah. For them, Islam is mostly fiqh (Islamic jurispru-
dence). They recognise taqlid (the obligation to follow the'ulamh's opinion
without reserve), and they reject the validity of ijilhild (independent legal
reasoning).
9. Commentaries on al-Amidiinclude Ibn al-Haiib (1908 edn) and Weiss, 1992.
10. al-Gaz6li, nd, vol4: 4.
11. DAwud, HN: 3,119, Dirimi HN: 168, Tirmidhi HN: 1,249, Ahmad, HN:
21,000 and see also al-AlwAni 7993a:2-13.
12. Indonesian Muslims generally are followers of the shafi'i school of Islamic
law, although they recognise the existence of the other schools-Mdliki
Hanafi and Hanbali. As for the ShAfi'i school, it stands somewhere between
the Hanafi school (rationalist) and the MAliki school (traditionalist). It should
be noted that some Muslims in Indonesia follow neither of these schoors
strictly, but pick and chose eclectically from amongst the opinions of the
schools. Others go further by referring directly to the eur,An and the Sun-
nah and avoiding the opinions of the schools altogether. However, the
followers of the ShAfi'i school, which is represented by the Nahdlatul Ula-
ma/ are in the majority in Indonesia.
13. Writings on the subject of Islamic legal theory generally followed one of
two methods. The first is al-ShAfi'i's method, or that of the mutakallimAn.
This method involves the use of deduction in defining the principles of
source methodology, in ascertaining the validity of those principles, and in
refuting those whose opinions differ. without paying much attention to
the issues and details which stem from the application of these principles.
The second method is the Hanafi method, whl;h entails defining the princi-
ples of the method from the details of legal issues already dealt with by
their earliest predecessors. Therefore, one who studies usfiI alfiqh by this
method will gather the details of issues on which the Hanafi's leaders have
already given fathwh, and then analyse them. Through his analysis he will
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decide the basis on which these faffizoA were given (see al-AlwAni, 1'993a:77-
2). It can be safely stated that Muhammadiyah can find justification via the
second method.
14. This technical guidance has not yet been agreed to by all members of
Malelis Tarjih. For example, according to Djamil, the Majelis Tarjih of West-
Java province does not accept hadith da'if .Personai Interview, Jakarta, 25
December 1998; see also Tim PP Muhammadiyah Majelis Tarjih, 7997:9-10.
15. The majority of 'ulamk' deftne'illat as the attribute of the originai case
which is constant, evident and bears a proper relationship to the law on the
text. This effective cause may be clearly stated or suggested by indications
in the text or it may be determined by consensts. 'IIIat is the most impor-
tant aspect of the requirements of analogy, see Kamali, 1'991:206-1+.
16. See the decision of Muktamar in 1954-55 in PP Muhammadiyah, nd 278.
IT.Istihsdn is seen as a procedure to be adopted when the use of analogy
produces an undesirable result. According to Weiss, 7998:86, this is similar
to the common law notion of equity: a principie of justice to which one
could turn if the result in formal law would deliver iniustice.
78. Istidhh or maslahah rLl-mursalah as a method is supported by Hanafi Hanbali,
and MAlikitheorists. Meanwhile, the ShAfi'iand ZAhirischools reiectmnslnhah
al-mursalah:see Hasan, 7971. Al-Gaz?tliillustrates mnslahah al-mursalahwith
this example: 'If unbelievers shield themselves with a group of Muslim
captives, to attack this shield means killing innocent Muslims-a case which
is not supported by textual evidence. If the Muslim attack is withheld, the
unbelievers will advance and conquer the territory of Islam. In this case it
is permissible to argue that even if Muslims do not attack, the lives of the
Muslim captives are not safe. The unbelievers, once they conquer the terri-
tory, will root out all Muslims. If such is the case, then it is necessary to save
the whole of the Muslim community rather than to save a part of it': al-
Gazdli, vol.I:294-5.
1,9. Sadd al-dhari'ah implies blocking the means to an expected end which is
likely to materialise if the means towards it is not obstructed. Blocking the
means must necessarily be understood to imply blocking means to evil,
not to something good. Thus, illicit privacy between members of the oppo-
site sex is unlawful because it constitutes a means to illegal sexuai inter-
course (zinfr) whether or not it actually leads to it. All sexual overtures
which are expected to lead to zink are similarly forbidden by virtue of the
likelihood that the conduct in question would lead to zinh: Karnali, 1997:
310,1 1.
20. These classifications were not originally made by Muhammadiyah. They
are used by al-Dawalibi,7959:389. Both Madkur, 1974:396 and al-Zuhaili
7977: 484 mentioned Dawalibi when discussing this issue. However, al-
Hakim "1963:576-9 criticises these categorisations and proposes only two
classifications, namely, al- ijtihfrd nI- aqlt and al-ijtihhd aI-shar'i .It would seem
that Muhammadiyah has used Dawalibi's classifications without mention-
ing the source and that they neglect Hakim's criticism on this issue.
21. Regardin g maqhsid al-shafi'ah, see at-Ay0bi 1998; Mas'frd,1'977:227-4; and
HallAq, 1.997:168,
22. Muhammadiyah does not quote the complete text and only mentions that
this text is narrated by Muslim without giving the complete source. See PP
Muhammadiyah, nd: 10-1 L.
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23. Wahbah al-Zuhaili an' AHm who currently teaches at the University of Dam-
ascus/ writes (al-Zuhaili 1986: Vol 2,7079-1,81,) that a mujtahld is classified
according to five levels. First, al-mujtahid al-mustaqil is the'hlim who carries
out ijtih1d by employing his own methodology and arriving at his own
conclusions on Islamic law. ImAm Abfi Hanifah (d750 AH/767 CE), ImAm
Mahk (d 179 AH/795 CE), ImAm Shafi'i (d 204 AI{/820 CE), and ImAm
Ahmad bin Hanbal (d241 AI4./ 855 CE) were ciaimed to have qualifications
at the level of al-mujtahid al-mustaqil. Secondly, al-mujtahid al-mutlaq gair aI-
mustaqil has qualifications to perform ijtihAd, but follows the methodology
of the ImAm of his madhhab. It is possible that, although he follows the
ImAm's methodoiogy, the results of his ijilhAd will differ from that of his
ImAm. However, the main point to stress is that he does not devise his own
method. His position is lower in ranking than al-mujtahid al-mustaqil.Sever-
al well known names in this classification are: AbO Y0suf (d 182 AH/798
CE), Zttfar (d758 AI{/775 CE) from the Hanafi school, Ibn al-QAsim (d 206
AH/823 CE) from the MAliki school, MuzAni (d264 A}{/878 CE) from the
ShAfi'ischool, Ibn Taimiyyah(d728 AH/7328 CE) from the Hanbalischool
and Ibn Hazm (d 456 AH/7965 CE) from the ZAhiri school. Thtdly, aI-
mujtahid al-muqayyad or al-mujtahid al-takhfiji (another term is mujtahid fi aI-
madhhab) is a person who follows the school of the ImAm, but performs
ijfih\dby analysing the elements or the arguments of the school in order to
defend the position or explain the opinion of his madhhab about t'iqh.It is
possible for this person to perform ijtihfrd in cases where the ImAm of the
madhhab did not pronounce on the issue. Al-TahAwi (d321 AH/933 CE) of
Hanafi's school, Ibn Abi Zaid of MAliki's school and Abi ishAq al-ShirAzi (d
476 AH/7093 CE) of ShAfi'i's school are claimed as possessing qualifications
at this level of mujtahid. Fourthly, mujtahid al-tarjth refers to a person who
performs ijtihhdby choosing one from a number of opinions presented by
mujtahiditn. The task of. the mujtahid al-tarjih is to examine and analyse
which is the best among several opinions. The last category is mujtahid aI-
futyk (mujtahid alfatwh), the person who issues at'atzu|.
24. The words murajjih and tarjih are from the same root, r-j-h.
25. See 'QA'idah Majelis Tarlih Muhammadiyah', based on the Decision No 74l
SK-PP/I-AI8.C/7993, chapter 11, verse 1.
26. Djarnil, Personal Interview, Jakarta, 25 December 1998.
27. Asymuni Abdurrahman, Personal Interview, Yogyakarta, 1B December
1999. Abdurrahman is a Professor at the State Institute of Islamic Studies(IAIN) Yogyakarta. Currently, he is one of the Chairmen of Muhammad-
iyah.
28. Muhammadiyah has quoted several qawk'id usttliyyahinthe case of in-vitro
fertilisation. Unfortunately, Muhammadiyah did not distinguish between
qaznk'id usIhyyah and qaw|'id fiqhiyyah, when it put several qawh'id fiqhiyyah
such as' La Y unkar T a g ay y ur aI- A hkhm b i t a g ay y ur aI - A lna aI w a aI - Amkinah zn a
al-Azmhn, al-MashaqqahTajltb al-Taysir, and al-Dqritrat Tublh al-MahzfirAt un-
der the title qaraf id usiliyyah. See Muhammadiyah, 1993:221-2.
29. Professor Dr Muardi Chatib, Personal Interview, Jakarta, 26 December
7999.He is a Professor in the field of usftl al-fiqh at the Faculty of Education
in the State University of Isiamic Studies (UIN) Jakarta.
30. Professor Dr Asymuni Abdurrahman, Personal Interview, Yogyakarta, 18
December 1998.
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31. Unfortunately, I have been unable to confirm the full and exact spelling of
her name. I heard that she was a member of Majelis Tariih from Dr M Amin
Abdullah when he gave a speech at Muhammadiyah office in |akarta, 1
January 7999. Later,I contacted Dr Fathurrahman Djamil, via telephone,
who also has been unable to confirm it.
32. When I discussed this matter with Chatib, he took the view that Amin
Abdullah was only the administrator who managed the daily affairs of the
Majelis Tarjih, and that the duty of issuingfafiwAwas still under the control
of members who had qualifications in Islamic law: Professor Dr Muardi
Chatib, Personal Interview, Jakarta, 26 December 1998.
33. Interestingly, both Chaiib and Djamil reject the claim that the central board
of Muhammadiyah has intervened to cancel the Majelis Tarjih's decision,
whereas Abdurrahman told me that there was afatza| on public holidays in
Islam that was cancelled by the central board because the leaders of Mu-
hammadiyah were afraid of negative reaction from non-Muslims.
34. Dr Fathurrahman Djamil, Personal Interview, Jakarta, 25 December 1998.
35. The opinion of 'AbdullAh bin 'AbbAs regarding this issue can be found, for
example, in al-Mawardi, nd, vol 1:491.
36. The quniLt is a prayer which is said in the second rakh'at of the morning
(Subh) prayer after bowing (rukA').
37. On one occasion, I heard Professor Asymuni Abdurrahman reply to this
criticism: 'Around thirty years ago our scholars did not have all the prima-
ry books when they issued their legal opinions' (Pengajian Majelis Tarjih,
January 1999) . It is proposed here that Muhammadiyah should reconsider
their old legal opinions since, as demonstrated in this article, citing from
the secondary source poses the risk of falling into misquotation.
38. For example, Muhammadiyah cites two hadith on what should be read
when performingruk?' and sujttd from Nall aI-Awfrr, vol 2. The first hadith
is that the Prophet read 'Subhfrna Rabbi al-'Aiim' while performing ruki',
and read 'Subhhna Rabbi al-A'\fr when doing sujAd. Actwally, the text can be
found in NasA'i HN: 1,036. It is unclear why Muhammadiyah does not cite
directly to Sunan al-Nask'i, instead of citrngNail al-Arl r. The second hadith,
narrated by D6wud, NasA'i Tirmidhi MAjah and Ahmad, states that the
Prophet, both at sujttd and rukA', read'Subbfih Quddfts Rabb al-Mal|'ikah wa
al-Rith'. While Muhammadiyah cites from NaiI al-Azufrr, the text can be
found in Muslim, HN: 752,Ddwwd, HN: 738, and Nasd'i HN: 1038. It should
be noted that, instead of choosing the stronger text, Muhammadiyah ac-
cepts both different texts.
39. After being the target of criticism on this issue, Muhammadiyah has re-
viewed this fatzoh. The result is, by quoting Subul al-Sal6m and aI-Muhall6 Ii
Ibn fTazm-again, both are not includ e d in kutub al - t is' ah-Muhamma diyah
still believes that the word'zttabarak|tuh shouid be added: PP Muhammad-
iyah, nd: 364-5. It cites the explanation from the author of Subul al-Salhm,
who refers to Sunan Ibn MAjah. Unfortunately, Muhammadiyah does not
iook directly to Sunan Ibn MAjah. There is a controversy as to whether Ibn
MAjah narrates the word 'zua barakhtuh'or not: see al-'Attar, 1995: HN: 914
and 916. If there is still doubt as to which is the correct text, one might look
at other books of hadith regarding this issue. Al-Tirmidhi (Tirmidhi book
al-sl|t. HN: 272), Abfr DAwud (DAwud, book al-srlat, HN: 8451, Ahmad,
HN: 3,5 1 6 (also HN: 3,519, 3,5 49, 3,65 6, 3,69 4, 3,7 7 5, 3,849, 3,958, 4,020, and
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4,055), and al-NasA'i HN: 1,302 (also HN: 1,730, 1,303,7,305, 1',307, and
1,308), narrate the text without the word 'wa barakktuh'. Other secondary
books of hadith such as al-NawAwi 1'993: 47; al-Haysami HN: 2,797; al-
Shafi'i HN: 280; and al-Shawk6ni (1983): vol 2: book al-Khurilj min al-&lAt
bi aI-SaIkm, narrate similar texts, again, without 
"zoa barakhtuh' .It seems odd
that Muhammadiyah neglects those books that consist of information from
several narrators, from many different sanad oI the text. As well as citing
from secondary sources regarding this issue, however, Muhammadiyah
fails to demonstrate its method for solving the problem of contradictory
evidence. Of course, Muhammadiyah has a right to choose which is the
stronger, unfortunately, however, it has chosen evidence from two sec-
ondary books, neglecting primary and other secondary sources.
40. The text is quoted fromTaistr al-WusiLl.
41. The text is also found in al-DArimi, HN: 1,287; and Ahmad, HN: 8,598.
42. See entry: 'Lukisan dan Foto' in Ensiklopedi Hukum lslam, 1'993, vol3.'
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